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Abstract
Moroccan Darija is one of the Arabic dialects, a continuum
of under-resourced vernaculars. We develop a Moroccan Dar-
ija Wordnet (MDW) using a bilingual Moroccan-English dic-
tionary, from which we collect nearly 13,000 definitions and
over 15,000 lemmas. A Moroccan alphabet is set to make the
MDW user-friendly. We link the Moroccan-English definitions
to the Princeton WordNet using a method that found matches for
about 77% of these, and estimated accuracy using confidence
scores. Over 2,300 Moroccan synsets were verified as a first
step of manual validation and are now included in the MDW,
which is released as part of the Open Multilingual WordNet.
Index Terms: Moroccan Darija, WordNet, Arabic Dialect,
Language Resource, Under-resourced Language
1. Introduction
Moroccan Darija is one of many variants of the Arabic language
that can be defined as "informal spoken dialects that are the
media of communication for daily life" [1]. Ethnologue lists
it as Arabic, Moroccan Spoken (ISO 639-3 ary) [2]. In the
2014 census by Morocco’s Higher Planning Commission [3], it
is reported that Morocco has around 33.6 million inhabitants,
and that 90.9% of them speak Moroccan Darija. It is therefore
spoken throughout the country, albeit with small regional dif-
ferences. It is called a dialect in Morocco, and as such has no
standard orthography or official alphabet.
This paper is about the development of the Moroccan Dar-
ija Wordnet (MDW). It is released as part of the freely available
Open Multilingual WordNet (OMW) [4, 5], and is the first di-
alect to be included in it. It is not however the first wordnet
for a dialect, as a wordnet for the Iraqi dialect (IAWN) [6] was
developed.
In this paper, we first describe the WordNet and previous
work in Languages Resources for Arabic Dialects and in Word-
Net linking. Then, a dictionary of Moroccan Darija to English
[7] is used to get the vocabulary for the MDW, for which an al-
phabet is set. Finally, the Moroccan vocabulary is linked to the
English-language Princeton WordNet [8].
2. Related Work
2.1. Language Resources and Work on Arabic Dialects
Arabic dialects remain considered as under-resourced lan-
guages [9] and limited work has been done around them in Nat-
ural Language Processing.
Cavalli-Sforza et al. [6] develop an Iraqi Arabic WordNet
(IAWN) and a method to link Arabic dialects to the PWN, as
well as to the Arabic WordNet (AWN) [10]. The assumption
used to make the IAWN is that a dialect is close enough to its
base language so that their respective wordnets would have sim-
ilar structures. This assumption is not used for the development
of the MDW.
Habash and Rambow [11] present a morphological analyser
for Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), and then adapt it for Lev-
antine Arabic with linguistic data from Jordan. Chiang et al.
[12] also exploit the similarities between MSA and Levantine
Arabic to study the parsing of the latter through experiments in
sentence and grammar transduction. Zbib et al. [9] crowdsource
large English-Egyptian and English-Levantine parallel corpora
to create a Machine Translation model.
Belgacem et al. [13] build a vocal corpus for nine dialects
(Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, the
GCC countries, Yemen) and then propose a model for automatic
recognition of Arabic dialects using Gaussian Mixture Models.
Their results show how complex it is to distinguish Arabic di-
alects as they form a continuum.
2.2. Moroccan Darija Language Resources
Tachicart et al. [14] develop the Moroccan Dialect Electronic
Dictionary (MDED). MDED is a MSA-Moroccan bilingual dic-
tionary of 15,000 entries, obtained by translating an MSA dic-
tionary to Moroccan Darija, and by translating a Moroccan
Darija dictionary to MSA. The Moroccan Darija dictionary
used was the French-Moroccan bilingual “Dictionnaire Colin
d’arabe dialectal marocain” [15]. The alphabet used in MDED
for Moroccan Darija is the Arabic one.
Samih and Maier [16] introduce an annotated Moroccan
Darija code-switched corpus influenced by MSA. They demon-
strate its possible uses by using it to detect code-switching at
token and text level in Moroccan social media [17].
2.3. The Princeton WordNet
The WordNet is a lexical database created in the Cognitive Sci-
ence Laboratory of Princeton University. It was first a database
for the English language known as the Princeton WordNet
[18, 19]. It regroups words by meaning in synsets, which are
unordered sets of synonyms. Its latest release (WordNet 3.0)
contains more than 150,000 unique words and around 120,000
synsets and is available for use via a web browser1.
The WordNet divides synsets into four main parts of
speech: nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs. However, it does
not reference function words like prepositions and determiners.
Therefore, these are excluded from the Moroccan Darija Word-
net. The noun synsets are also connected through relationships
such as hyponymy, hypernymy, meronymy and homonymy.
Likewise, verb synsets can have relationships such as hyper-
nymy, troponymy and entailment. The advantage of the Word-
1Accessible on http://wordnetweb.princeton.edu/perl/webwn
Net is that correctly connecting a new language’s synsets to the
existing synsets keeps most of these relationships relevant.
2.4. The Open Multilingual WordNet
Wordnets were created for other languages and linked to the
Princeton WordNet to form the Open Multilingual WordNet
(OMW) [5]. It is akin to a programming-ready multilingual
dictionary mainly used in applications of Machine Learning and
Natural Language Processing, as it can be accessed through the
Python-based NLTK package [20].
At the start of the OMW, it contained 26 wordnets. As of the
time of writing, it lists 34 open wordnets merged. Linking the
MDW to the OMW will therefore link it to 34 other wordnets
and to 33 other languages, including Afro-Asiatic languages
such as Arabic [10], Indo-European languages like French [21]
and East Asian languages like Chinese [22, 23].
2.5. WordNet-linking approaches
Most of the freely available wordnets use the expand approach
[24], which is mapping lemmas of the new language to the ex-
isting PWN English synsets. An English-Moroccan dictionary
therefore enables the use of this approach for the MDW. Word-
nets such as the Thai [25] and Indonesian [26] ones use it, al-
though it is recognised as an imperfect method [27]. The ap-
proach in this paper is similar to the one presented in [28]. It
uses two WordNet-linking attempts, and confidence scores to
gauge the accuracy of the links they establish.
There exists also the merge approach for wordnet construc-
tion, which consists of building an independent monolingual
wordnet and then mapping it to the PWN using bilingual re-
sources. The EuroWordNet [29] is a multilingual wordnet
project that uses this approach and has introduced an interlin-
gual index (ILI) [30] to merge ontologies between different lan-
guages. Bond et al. [31] propose a collaborative ILI to expand
it to other languages. The merge approach is used by wordnets
such as the Urdu one [32], as well as along with the expand
approach for the Russian one [33].
3. Creating a Moroccan Darija Wordnet
The OMW is based on the English-language Princeton Word-
Net, and it is the wordnet with the biggest number of synsets.
Therefore, it makes sense to look for English definitions of Mo-
roccan words and then link them to the Princeton WordNet.
Moreover, even though there are French-Moroccan dictionar-
ies, using them could cause inaccuracies as the French Word-
Net is sometimes deemed not as semantically reliable as the
English one. Therefore an English-Moroccan bilingual dictio-
nary would be most useful.
3.1. The Bilingual Dictionary
The dictionary used as basis for the MDW is the 1963 A Dic-
tionary of Moroccan Arabic: Moroccan-English, edited by
Richard S. Harrell. The entries were compiled by Thomas
Fox and Mohammed Abu-Talib. Their goal was to collect the
words that make up the core everyday vocabulary used by Mo-
roccans. The dictionary does not cover dialect variations or
terms deemed too technical. The entries were collected by in-
terviewing educated Moroccans in three cities: Rabat, the cap-
ital; Casablanca, the most populated city; and Fez, the second-
most populated city, according to the 2014 census. The choice
of cities therefore ensures that the Moroccan Darija vocabulary
Figure 1: Example of entries in Richard S. Harrell’s A Dictio-
nary of Moroccan Arabic: Moroccan-English
collected is typical Moroccan urban speech, understood in most
parts of the country.
The entries are Moroccan lemmas followed by their English
definitions or translations. Examples of entries can be seen in
Figure 1. These could be either their direct translations, or a
definition for words that are more specific. Another type of en-
try has one or more Moroccan lemmas followed by "same as"
and one or more Moroccan lemmas, which have each an English
definition entry somewhere else in the dictionary. Verbal nouns
are denoted as "[verbal noun] v.n. of [corresponding verb]"
in a separate entry, or as "[verb] v.n. [corresponding verbal
noun]" in the entry of the corresponding verb. The plural forms,
feminine forms, active and past principles are denoted like-
wise. Only the Moroccan-English definitions and "[...] same as
[...]" entries are considered for simplification purposes, as other
forms are inflected ones and cannot be linked to the WordNet.
In total, the dictionary contains 12,923 Moroccan-English
definitions, or Moroccan synsets, with 14,409 lemmas, to which
720 are added from the "same as" entries, making a total of
15,129 lemmas.
3.2. Alphabet
There are existing Arabic transliterations such as the one pro-
posed in [34] and the romanized Arabic transliteration engine
proposed in [35]. However, the Moroccan Darija Wordnet is
meant to be user-friendly and therefore it must be largely in-
spired by the unofficial alphabet that is used in daily life by
Moroccans. Moreover, there are Arabic letters not used in Mo-
roccan Darija, such as 	X, H, and Moroccan sounds that cannot
be denoted by the Arabic alphabet, such as l. (l.-l.ur. ), r. and z.
(z. er. biya).
The alphabet used by the Moroccan-English dictionary is
based on the Latin alphabet and differentiates between short and
long vowels. It denotes sounds not present in the Latin alphabet
by Arabic letters, unlike the unofficial alphabet, or by using dots
below letters for emphatic letters. Emphatic letters in the Arabic
alphabet are 	 (d. ),   (t.), 	  (d. or t.) and  (s. ). Their non-
Dictionary Alphabet g˙ h ž P Z
MDW Alphabet 8 7 j 2 3
Table 1: Differences between the dictionary’s alphabet and the
one used in the Moroccan Darija Wordnet (MDW)
emphatic equivalents are respectively X (d), H (t), 	X (/ð/) and
 (s). The dictionary’s alphabet is based on phonology and has
a one-letter-one-sound rule.
The alphabet used in this paper is as close as possible to the
unofficial Moroccan alphabet to make it readable for the Mo-
roccan public. The phonology rule was kept, and the alphabet
includes emphatic letters and distinguishes between short and
long vowels. In keeping with the writing that Moroccans use in
daily communications, the Arabic letters were replaced by their
respective numerals. The letters that were changed are refer-
enced in Table 1. All other letters (a, a˘, b. , d, d. , e, f, g, h, i, ı˘, k, l,
l., m, m. , n, o, q, r, r. , s, s. , š, t, t., u, v, w, x, y, z, z. ) remain the same.
The correspondance between both alphabets is reversible. In
future work, we would like to explore how to facilitate looking
up a lemma in the MDW, as errors may be frequent given that
the orthography is not set and depends on pronunciation.
Kt˙bDarija [36] is an example of a project that tries to define
a specific alphabet for Moroccan Darija. It defines an alphabet
in Arabic and an equivalent one in Latin letters with accents,
but with no numbers. It follows Moroccan phonology as close
as possible in both versions. To do so, it also associates one
letter with one sound.
4. Linking to the WordNet
The Moroccan-English definitions are connected to the Word-
Net with a linking method consisting of two attempts. Then, we
validate the results manually.
4.1. WordNet-linking Method
To connect Moroccan-English definitions to WordNet synsets,
those definitions are first separated and given a Moroccan Darija
Wordnet ID. Then there are two attempts, with the pseudocode
of the first one provided in Algorithm 1.
In both attempts, everything that is between parentheses is
discarded, as it could be noise or explanations that did not con-
tain the bulk of the definition. With regards to the format of the
dictionary, in which verb definitions start with "to", the part-of-
speech tag is assumed to be verb when that occurs and therefore
the definition would only be connected to synsets referring to
verbs (lines 3 to 5 in Algorithm 1). Moreover, Part-of-Speech
(PoS) tags in the beginning of the definition are taken into ac-
count to search for the correct PoS tag in the WordNet (lines 23
and 27 in Algorithm 1).
Each definition is split in one or more sub-definitions by
commas or semicolons (line 6 in Algorithm 1). Each word in
a sub-definition is filtered and thrown out if it belongs to the
English "stop words" list of NLTK [20], with the exception of
words such as "up, down, out, in, on, off " which accompany a
verb and change its sense. A stop word is kept in the exceptional
case where there is only one word in the sub-definition (lines
10 to 22 in Algorithm 1). The first attempt is stricter than the
second. The second attempt was necessary to pick up matches
with the WordNet that the first attempt could not establish.
4.1.1. First Attempt
In the first attempt, when searching for matching WordNet
synsets, the lemma search uses underscore ("_") to connect the
words in each filtered sub-definition (line 23 in Algorithm 1).
For instance, the verb "2amen b-", with English definition "to
believe in", is recognised as a verb because the definition starts
with to. The WordNet is queried for "believe_in" with the part-
of-speech tag being verb. The query yields one synset.
If searching with words connected with an underscore does
not give results, the search takes each word in a sub-definition
and matches it with synsets to form one set of synsets per word
(line 27 in Algorithm 1). The final set of synsets for the sub-
definition is the intersection of each word’s set of synsets (line
29 in Algorithm 1). The sub-definition is considered only if
its set is non-empty. Likewise, the final set of synsets for the
definition is the intersection each of its sub-definitions’ set of
synsets (line 33 in Algorithm 1). If the definition’s final set
is non-empty, the synsets are associated to it. Otherwise, the
definition cannot be connected to WordNet in the first attempt.
The confidence score given to each match is 1.0 divided by the
number of synsets.
As an example, the Moroccan noun "2as. el" has the English
definition "origin, lineage". We query the WordNet for "origin"
and "lineage", and we get respectively 6 and 5 synsets. These
sets of synsets have as intersection 1 synset, which becomes the
synset corresponding to this Moroccan noun. The confidence
score given is 1.0.
4.1.2. Second Attempt
While the first attempt only considers one possible set of Word-
Net synsets per Moroccan synset, the second attempt considers
more than one. The second attempt repeats the same WordNet-
matching method as the first attempt, starting by joining words
with an underscore, and then splitting them if no results are ob-
tained. However, it considers each sub-definition as an indepen-
dent definition. Therefore, this attempt returns the final sets of
synsets of individual sub-definitions rather than their intersec-
tion.
For example, if a definition has two sub-definitions, each
with a non-empty set of synsets, that definition is split into two
Moroccan synsets, respectively associated with the two sets of
synsets. It is the case of the Moroccan noun "amir" with English
definition "emir, prince". The WordNet queries for the words
"emir" and "prince" give 1 distinct synset each, and therefore
do not overlap. Therefore this definition’s two sub-definitions
"emir" and "prince" are considered as two separate definitions,
each with 1 link to the WordNet.
The confidence score given to each match in the second at-
tempt is 0.7 divided by the number of synsets. Therefore the
maximum confidence score here is 0.7, hereby penalising the
flexibility of this second run. In the above example, the two
sub-definitions, which are linked to 1 synset each, both have
0.7 as confidence score.
4.2. Results and Validation
The matches resulting from the WordNet-linking method are
given in Table 2.
The two attempts have resulted in a total of 12,224 Moroc-
can synsets connected to the WordNet. The 2,936 unconnected
Moroccan synsets are mostly specific words embedded in the
Moroccan culture and thus are not present in the WordNet. We
have also left a list of 1,877 verbal nouns which are associated
Attempt Synsets linked out of the total of 12, 923 Links with 1 synset out
of attempt’s links
Links with 2 synsets out
of attempt’s links
First 59.6% (7, 704) 33.0% (2, 540) 17.6% (1, 355)
Second 17.7% (2, 283), split into 4, 520 sub-definitions 22.0% (998) 18.6% (825)
Table 2: Results of the two attempts of the WordNet-linking method for the Moroccan-English dictionary
to verbs in the dictionary. In future work, they could be asso-
ciated to the Moroccan Darija Wordnet through an additional
relation.
The confidence scores enable us to quantify the accuracy
of a WordNet link for manual validation. The validation here
was conducted by one of the authors, who is a native speaker of
Moroccan Darija. We first selected the 2,540 Moroccan synsets
that are linked to the WordNet with confidence score 1.0. This
confidence score means that they were each matched to exactly
1 synset.
Each link between a Moroccan synset and a WordNet synset
is validated or rejected using the lemmas and definitions in the
Moroccan-English dictionary and in the WordNet. During the
validation, 8.7% (221) of the synsets were rejected. A main
source of the errors is that there are adjectives and adverbs that
are not tagged as such in the dictionary. Another error in linking
are concepts which definitions contain light verbs, such as get
and make, or started with kind of.
The 2,319 (91.3%) correctly linked Moroccan synsets are
added to the version of the Moroccan Darija Wordnet that is
now part of the OMW. They correspond to 2,571 Moroccan
lemmas. In the future, we aim at completing the validation for
all WordNet links to the MDW and add the verified data conse-
quently.
5. Conclusions
We propose a Moroccan Darija Wordnet (MDW), with an alpha-
bet close to the informal one popularly used in Morocco while
complying with a one-letter-one-sound rule. The MDW is re-
leased as an extension to the Open Multilingual WordNet and
is linked to the Princeton WordNet with a lexicon from a bilin-
gual Moroccan-English dictionary. The dictionary has 12,923
Moroccan-English definitions, totalling 15,129 lemmas.
The dictionary is connected to the WordNet using two
synset-connecting algorithms. Both attempts ignore English
stop words with the exception of one-word definitions and sep-
arate verbs from nouns, adjectives and adverbs. The first one
queries the WordNet for synsets and tries to find the common
ones between words, cutting definitions into sub-definitions by
commas or semicolons. The second one allows for more than
one Moroccan synset per Moroccan-English definition. Both
attempts attribute confidence scores to the matches they estab-
lish.
The first attempt has connected 59.6% of the the Moroc-
can definitions, and the second one has linked an additional
17.7%. They both resulted in 12,224 Moroccan-English defi-
nitions or sub-definitions connected to the WordNet. The 2,936
definitions remaining with no WordNet link are mostly words
embedded in Moroccan culture and have no equivalent in the
WordNet.
At the time of writing, all 2,540 Moroccan synsets with a
1.0 confidence score have been verified manually and 91.3%
(2,319) passed the test. These are now included in the Moroccan
Darija Wordnet. The latter will be enlarged as more synsets are
validated.
Algorithm 1 First Attempt in WordNet Matching
1: function FIRST-MATCH(entry) . Where entry is an entry
in the dictionary
2: Let def be the definition in entry, id its ID, and pos
its WordNet Part-of-Speech Tag
3: if pos starts with "to" then
4: pos = wordnet.V ERB
5: end if
6: subDefs = def.split(′,′, ′;′)
7: Let finalSynsetSet and defSenses be empty arrays
8: for subDef in subDefs do
9: words = subDef.split(′ ′)
10: if pos == wordnet.V ERB then
11: for word in words do
12: if size(subDef) > 1 and word in
stopwords except (up, down, out, in, on, off) then
13: Remove word from words
14: end if
15: end for
16: else
17: for word in words do
18: if size(subDef) > 1 and word in
stopwords then
19: Remove word from words
20: end if
21: end for
22: end if
23: union = wordnet.synsets(′_′.join(words), pos =
pos)
24: if union is empty then
25: Let subDefSenses be an empty array
26: for word in words do
27: Append wordnet.synsets(word, pos =
pos) to subDefSenses
28: end for
29: union = intersection of non-empty sets in
subDefSenses
30: end if
31: Append union to defSenses
32: end for
33: finalSynsetSet = intersection of non-empty sets in
defSenses
34: return finalSynsetSet
35: end function
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